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Abstract. We consider the problem of perpetual traversal by a single
agent in an anonymous undirected graph G. Our requirements are: (1)
deterministic algorithm, (2) each node is visited within O(n) moves, (3)
the agent uses no memory, it can use only the label of the link via which
it arrived to the current node, (4) no marking of the underlying graph
is allowed and (5) no additional information is stored in the graph (e.g.
routing tables, spanning tree) except the ability to distinguish between
the incident edges (called Local Orientation).
This problem is unsolvable, as has been proven in [9, 28] even for
much less restrictive setting. Our approach is to somewhat relax the
requirement (5). We ﬁx the following traversal algorithm: “Start by taking
the edge with the smallest label. Afterwards, whenever you come to a
node, continue by taking the successor edge (in the local orientation) to
the edge via which you arrived” and ask whether it is for every undirected
graph possible to assign the local orientations in such a way that the
resulting perpetual traversal visits every node in O(n) moves.
We give a positive answer to this question, by showing how to construct such local orientations. This leads to an extremely simple, memoryless, yet eﬃcient traversal algorithm.

1

Introduction

The problem of searching and exploring an unknown environment is a fundamental problem with applications ranging from robot navigation to searching
the WWW. As such, it has been extensively studied under many diﬀerent assumptions about the environment. Typically, either a geometric setting has been
assumed (see e.g. [7, 11, 29]) or the environment is modeled as a graph with moves
permitted only along the edges.
A. Pelc and M. Raynal (Eds.): SIROCCO 2005, LNCS 3499, pp. 127–139, 2005.
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The graph setting has been extensively investigated [1, 3, 6, 12, 13, 14, 16, 20,
25] under many diﬀerent assumptions (directed vs undirected graphs, anonymous nodes vs nodes with distinct identities) and goals (diﬀerent variants of the
exploration, focusing on time complexity, minimizing the memory requirements).
An important aspect of any solution is its memory requirements – both in the
exploring agent(s) and in the network environment itself (can the agent mark
the nodes, what is the nature of the marks and how many can be used?). Since
the desire is to have simple and cost eﬃcient agents, and there can be many of
them independently operating in the network, it is of practical importance to
limit both the local memory of the agents, and their ability to mark the network.
An extreme case of minimizing memory requirements is to limit the agents
memory to a constant number of bits. This can be modeled as exploring a graph
using ﬁnite automata and has been intensively studied in 70’s [9, 24, 26, 28]. The
strongest result is due to Rollik [28]: No ﬁnite group of ﬁnite automata can
cooperatively explore all cubic planar graphs (see [21] for more recent results).
This means that we either have to allow the agents to use more memory, resort
to randomization or provide some structural information that restricts the set
of graphs we have to traverse.
If we do not place strict restrictions on the local memory, single pebble is
suﬃcient to explore the graph [5], even for anonymous directed graphs 1 .
Another possibility is to drop the determinism requirement – it is known that
a random walk of length O(n3 ) would, with high probability, visit every node
[22]. Trying to regain determinism led into research of derandomized random
walks, searching a sequence (called Universal Traversal Sequence) of edge labels
that would traverse all graphs in a given class. While many interesting results
have been achieved [2, 4, 23, 27], the memory requirements are not always clear
and the traversal times are rather high, especially with respect to our goal of
O(n) time.
Research most closely related to our result considers using structural information to improve the time and/or memory complexity of graph traversal. First
results (concerning exploration of a labyrinth using a compass) are due to Blum
and Kozen [8]. Later, Flocchini et al [18] introduced a more general notion of
Sense of Direction and proved that traversal can be performed using O(n) messages/agent moves [17]. Fraigniaud et al [19] have shown that interval routing
scheme can be used to achieve the same. In fact, given a spanning tree, the graph
can be traversed using O(n) moves. Pelc and Panaite [25] studied the impact of
having a map of the graph on the eﬃciency of graph exploration/traversal. All
these solutions, though, use quite a lot of memory – either in the network (routing tables in [19], remembering the spanning tree) or in the agent (storing Sense
of Direction and remembering visited nodes in [17], remembering the network
map in [25]).

1

The graph must be strongly connected and an upper bound on the number of nodes
must be known. The time complexity, while polynomial, is quite high, though.
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In this paper we propose to use the capabilities already present in the
system – namely the ability to distinguish the links incident to a node – to store
the information allowing eﬃcient traversal: A common requirement in point-topoint networks is that the nodes can distinguish between incident edges (often
called Local Orientation). This is normally done by giving the edges incident to
a node v numbers 1, 2, . . . , dv , where dv is the degree v. Usually, there is no assumption on how is this edge ordering chosen. In this paper we propose to choose
the local orientations in a very speciﬁc way. Whether this costs us any memory
depends on how are the lower level communication layers implemented, but it is
quite conceivable that if done at the time of network construction/initialization,
it comes essentially for free.
We ﬁx the following traversal algorithm: “Start by taking the edge labelled 1.
Afterwards, whenever you come to a node, continue by taking the successor edge
(in the local orientation) to the edge via which you arrived” and ask whether it
is for every undirected graph possible to to choose the local orientations in such
a way that the resulting perpetual traversal visits every node in O(n) moves.
We give a positive answer to this question, by showing how to construct such
local orientations. This leads to an extremely simple, memoryless, yet eﬃcient
traversal algorithm.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the notation used
and give basic deﬁnitions and properties. Section 3 contains the main result of the
paper. In Section 4 we discuss how to adapt to dynamically changing networks.
Section 5 contains open questions, as well as a brief comparison to Sense of
Direction.

2

Preliminaries

Let G be a simple, connected, undirected graph. Let dv denote the degree of
vertex v in G. We assume that each vertex can distinguish edges incident to it,
by having assigned unique label to each incident edge2 . This labeling (denoted
πv and called local orientation) and deﬁnes cyclical ordering of the edges incident
to v. Let succv (e) denote the successor of e in πv . Denote by G the symmetric
directed graph obtained from G by replacing each undirected edge by two directed edges in opposite direction. For each directed edge e = {u, v} we deﬁne
the underlying edge to be the undirected edge (u, v).
We want to ﬁnd a (short, possibly non-simple) cycle C in G containing all
vertices of G and satisfying the right-hand rule: If e1 = {u, v} and e2 = {v, w}
are two successive edges of C then e2 = succv (e1 ). Since the local orientations
can be rotated so that the underlying edge with label 1 is used in outgoing
direction at every vertex, the algorithm “Start by using edge labelled 1 and then
follow the successor edges” traverses exactly C. We call such a cycle a witness
cycle for G.
2

More precisely, to endpoints of the edges incident to v. Each edge gets two labels,
one at each endpoint. Note that these two labels can be diﬀerent and unrelated.
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Fig. 1. Ordering two bidirectional, two incoming and two outgoing underlying edges

Let H be a subgraph of G containing all its vertices. For a vertex v, denote
by bv , iv and ov the number underlying edges incident to v used by H in both
directions, only incoming and only outgoing, respectively. Let dv denote the
number of underlying edges used by H, i.e. dv = bv + iv + ov .
The overall idea is to ﬁnd a graph H containing all the edges of a witness cycle
C and then to ﬁgure out how to label the edges of H to obtain single witness
cycle. The following deﬁnition captures the right-hand traversal property that
must be satisﬁed at each vertex of a witness cycle:
Definition 1. We say that a vertex v is RH-traversable if there exists a local
orientation πv in v such that for each directed edge of H incoming to v via an
underlying edge e there exists an outgoing edge in H leaving v via the underlying
edge that succeeds e in πv .
We call such ordering a witness ordering for v.
If bv = dv , the vertex v is said to be saturated. The following Lemma characterizes the necessary local conditions for existence of the witness ordering:
Lemma 1. v is RH-traversable if and only if v is saturated or iv = ov > 0.
Proof. The if direction: If v is saturated, any ordering of the underlying edges
will do. In the second case, choose any ordering in which bidirectional edges are
labelled 1, 2, . . . , dv , forming one compact block followed by an outgoing edge. All
remaining unidirectional edges are placed as a block preceding the bidirectional
block; the edges of this unidirectional block alternate directions, with the last
edge preceding the bidirectional block being incoming – see Figure 1.
The only if direction: First of all, note that since the successor function is
injective, iv must be equal to ev . Furthermore, note that if a bidirectional underlying edge is followed by an unused underlying edge, the RH-traversal property is
violated. Finally, if v is not saturated and there are no unidirectional underlying
edges, there must be such bidirectional edge.
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1

Fig. 2. Each vertex is RH-traversable, but the witness orderings of the vertices deﬁne
several cycles and no cycle spans the whole graph

Note that if a witness cycle exists, each vertex is RH-traversable. The converse is
not necessarily true, as the witness orderings of the vertices might deﬁne several
cycles, none of which span the whole graph – see Figure 2.

3

Main Result

First note that if G is Hamiltonian, a Hamiltonian cycle can be chosen as witness
cycle and we get C of length n. (The RH-traversability is trivially satisﬁed as
each node is visited only once.) Therefore, for the rest of the paper, we assume
G is not Hamiltonian.
The main idea of our approach is to
– ﬁrst ﬁnd a subgraph H such that each vertex is RH-traversable and
– then ﬁgure out how to connect the edges of H to form a single witness
cycle C.
One obvious possibility is to set H = G, i.e. use all edges bidirectionally.
From Lemma 1 we know that each vertex can be made RH-traversable. Moreover,
since each node of G is of even degree, G has an Eulerian cycle. However, it is
not immediately clear how to choose the local edge orderings to satisfy RHtraversability and simultaneously result in a single cycle. Another problem is
that the resulting cycle would be of length O(|E|), not O(n).
This forces us to take the following more reﬁned approach:
1. Construct a directed graph H such that
(a) The undirected graph H  induced by the bidirectional edges of H is
connected and contains all vertices of G.
(b) Each vertex v of H is either saturated or has exactly two unidirectional
underlying edges, one incoming and one outgoing.
(c) H contains O(n) edges.
2. For each vertex of H deﬁne a witness ordering. (These orderings deﬁne one
or more cycles in H.)
3. Locally modify the orderings in some nodes in order to merge these cycles into one supercycle C containing all vertices, while maintaining RHtraversability.
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The ﬁrst property of H ensures that if we connect all vertices of H into a
single cycle C, it will span the whole graph. The second property ensures that
each vertex is RH-traversable and the third guarantees that C is of size O(n).
Note again that the second property does not guarantee by itself that the witness
orderings of the vertices deﬁne single cycle spanning H (see Figure 2) – we really
need to do the third step.
3.1

Constructing Subgraph H

The following algorithm constructs the graph H:
Algorithm Construct H:
1: H ← ∅; {Unless stated otherwise, when an edge is added to H, it is added
bidirectionally}.
2: repeat
3:
Find in G a cycle Ci such that it does not contain two consecutive vertices
that are both in H.
4:
Add Ci to H.
5: until no such cycle Ci can be found.
6: Add to H all vertices of G not yet in H, together with all their incident
edges.
7: If H is not connected, add some bridging edges to make it connected. (Note
that because of the previous step, there is no need to add vertices.)
8: Let G̃ = (Ṽ , Ẽ) be the graph induced by all yet unused underlying edges.
9: repeat
10:
repeat
11:
Find a vertex v of degree 1 in G̃.
12:
Add to H the edge incident to v in G̃; remove v from G̃.
13:
until There is no vertex of degree 1 in G̃
14:
Find in G̃ a cycle Ci .
15:
Add Ci to H unidirectionally (in arbitrary direction) and remove all the
vertices of Ci from G̃.
16: until no such cycle Ci can be found.
17: Add the remaining edges of G̃ (a forest, possibly empty) to H.
Lemma 2. H uses at most 5n underlying edges.
Proof. We prove the lemma by observing the following facts:
– Fact 1. The number of edges added on lines 2. . . 5 is at most 2n−3k1 , where
k1 is the number of resulting connected components.
Proof: We charge the cost of each cycle to its new vertices. Since at least
half of the vertices of the cycle are new, each one of them is charged at most
2 edges. In addition, the vertices of the ﬁrst cycle (of size at least 3) in each
component are charged 1 edge each (as they are all new).
– Fact 2. The number of edges added on line 6 is at most 2n − 2.
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Proof: Let us divide those edges into E1 – the edges between nodes added in
line 6 and E2 – the edges between the new and the “old” (added before line 6)
nodes. The graph induced by edges in E1 does not contain cycle, otherwise
a cycle of all-new vertices would have been found in line 3. Similarly, the
graph induced by the edges in E2 does not contain cycle, otherwise that
cycle (containing exactly half new vertices) would have been found in line 3.
– Fact 3. The number of edges added on line 7 is at most k2 < k1 , where k2
is the number of connected components after line 6.
Proof: Straightforward.
– Fact 4. The number of edges added on lines 9. . . 17 is at most n.
Proof: For each edge that is added to H one vertex is removed from G̃. 

Let us call the cycles added in line 15 relief cycles.
Lemma 3. H is connected, contains all vertices of G and each vertex is either
saturated or it lies on exactly one relief cycle.
Proof. The ﬁrst two properties follow by construction from lines 6 and 7. If
node v does not lie on a relief cycle, then either it has never been in G̃ or it was
removed from there in lines 10. . . 13 or 17. Either case can happen only if v is
(or becomes) saturated. v cannot be in more then once relief cycle, because it is
removed from G̃ when its relief cycle is added to H.


Lemma 4. The complexity of Algorithm Construct H is O(n3 ).
Proof. We will show how to implement line 3 (ﬁnding a cycle that does not
contain consecutive old vertices) in time O(n2 ). This straightforwardly results
in O(n3 ) time for the loop on lines 2..5.
The loop on lines 9..16 can be executed only O(n) times, and the statements
in its body can easily be implemented in O(n2 ) time. As the remaining steps can
be easily implemented in O(n2 ) time, the overall complexity would be O(n3 ).
The line 3 can be implemented in O(n2 ) in the following way: Deﬁne graph

G = (V  , E  ) as follows: (1) V  contains all old vertices (the vertices inH)
and one vertex for each connected component of the graph induced by the new
vertices. (2) An edge (u, v) ∈ E  where u is an old vertex and v corresponds
to a connected component of new vertices if and only if there is an edge in G
connecting u to a vertex from the connected component corresponding to v.
Note that a cycle in G deﬁnes a cycle in G satisfying the requirements of
line 3. Since O(n2 ) time is suﬃcient for constructing G as well as for ﬁnding a
cycle in it, line 3 can be implemented in time O(n2 ).


3.2

Constructing Witness Cycle C

Once we have H, the local ordering of underlying edges in each vertex is initialized according to the construction from the proof of Lemma 1. We know (from
Lemmas 3 and 1) that such witness ordering exists for each vertex v; however, we
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Fig. 3. Applying rule Merge3

may not get a single cycle spanning all vertices (see Figure 2). In the next step,
we combine the resulting cycles until we get one such cycle, while maintaining
RH-traversability. To achieve that, we use the following rules:
Rule Merge3: Let v be a node incident to at least three diﬀerent cycles C1 ,
C2 and C3 . Let x1 , x2 and x3 be underlying edges in v containing incoming
edges for cycles C1 , C2 and C3 , respectively (x1 , x2 and x3 can be unidirectional
or bidirectional). The ordering of the edges in v which makes the successor
of x2 become the successor of x1 , successor of x3 become the successor of x2
and successor of x1 become successor of x3 and keeps the relative order of the
remaining edges the same (see Figure 3) connects the cycles C1 , C2 and C3
into one cycle, while remaining a witness ordering for v (because the original
ordering was).
Rule EatSmall: Fix an arbitrary ordering γ of the cycles. Let C1 be the smallest
non-simple cycle in this ordering and let v be a vertex appearing in C1 at least
twice which is also incident to a diﬀerent cycle C2 such that γ(C1 ) < γ(C2 ).
Let x and y be underlying edges containing incoming edges of C1 and C2 in v,
respectively; let z be the underlying edge containing the incoming edge by which
C1 returns to v after leaving via the successor of x. If z is successor of y, choose
a diﬀerent x. Modify the ordering of the edges in v as follows: (1) the successor
of x becomes the new successor of y, (2) the old successor of y becomes the new
successor of z, (3) the old successor of z becomes the new successor of x and (4)
the order of the remaining edges does not change – see Figure 4.
Lemma 5. Applying the rule EatSmall results in transfer of one loop of edges
from cycle C1 to C2 , while maintaining RH-traversability.
Proof. Straightforward from construction.
The overall strategy of applying these rules is as follows:
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Algorithm MergeCycles:
1: repeat
2:
while rule Merge3 can be applied do
3:
Apply rule Merge3.
4:
end while
5:
Apply rule EatSmall.
6: until neither Merge3 nor EatSmall can be applied
7: (Optional) remove all simple cycles
Lemma 6. The algorithm MergeCycles terminates in O(n3 ) time.
Proof. Note that initially there are at most 10n/3 cycles (H has at most 10n
edges and each cycles has at lest 3 edges). Since rule Merge3 decreases the
number of cycles by 2 and rule EatSmall does not increase the number of cycles,
rule Merge3 can be applied at most 5n/3 times during the whole execution of
algorithm MergeCycles.
Since rule EatSmall transfers come edges from the smallest non-simple cycle
to a bigger (in γ) cycle, it can be successively (without intervening Merge3)
applied only O(n) times (remember, the number of edges is at most 10n). This
means that the rule EatSmall can be applied only O(n2 ) times.
In order to apply rule Merge3, we need to ﬁnd a vertex incident to three
diﬀerent cycles. In order to apply rule EatSmall, we need to ﬁnd the smallest
non-simple cycle and a repeated vertex on this cycle which is incident to a bigger
cycle. Both tests can be straightforwardly done in O(n) time by traversing and
marking the diﬀerent cycles, resulting in O(n3 ) overall complexity for algorithm
MergeCycles.


Lemma 7. If neither Merge3 nor EatSmall can be applied, H consists of a
single non-simple cycle spanning all the vertices and of a set of pairwise vertex
disjoint simple cycles.
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Proof. Before proceeding with the proof, let us remind you that the graph H 
consisting of bidirectional edges of H is connected and contains all vertices of
H. (Follows directly from lines 6 and 7 of the construction of H.)
Let C1 be the smallest non-simple cycle at the moment when neither rule can
be applied. Let E  be the set of all underlying edges which are not used by C1 ,
but are incident to C1 . Each edge of E  is used by a single cycle, otherwise rule
Merge3 could be applied.
Assume ﬁrst that all these edges are unidirectional. Then all edges of H 
are used by C1 , because H  is connected and E  would separate it. Since H 
contains all vertices, C1 does as well. No underlying bidirectional edges outside
C1 means that all other cycles are pairwise edge-disjoint. However, they must be
also vertex disjoint, because the rule Merge3 cannot be applied and C1 contains
all vertices. Similarly, all other cycles are simple, since C1 contains all vertices
and rule EatSmall cannot be applied.
To complete the proof, we prove by contradiction that there is no bidirectional
edge incident to C1 , but not belonging to C1 . Assume the opposite. From the
properties of H  we get that either there is a vertex v ∈ C1 incident to both
an external bidirectional edge and a bidirectional edge in C1 (contradiction, as
that would allow rule EatSmall to apply, since the outside bidirectional edge can
only belong to a larger non-simple cycle) or that each of the vertices of C1 is
incident to an outside bidirectional edge (in such case either C1 is simple cycle
or EatSmall can be applied – contradiction in both cases).


Now we are ready for the main theorem:
Theorem 1. There exists a witness cycle C of length at most 10n covering all
vertices of G.
Proof. From Lemma 6 we know that eventually no rule can be applied. From
Lemma 7 we get that at that moment there exists single non-simple cycle (which
we choose as C) covering all vertices. Since this cycle uses each directed edge of
H at most once, from Lemma 2 we get the length property.


Note 1: We can remove from H all the remaining simple cycles to get a graph
containing only C. The RH-traversability will obviously not be violated.
Note 2: In each vertex we can rotate the edges in such way that the edge labelled
1 will always be in C.
From Lemmas 4 and 6 we get the main complexity theorem:
Theorem 2. Witness cycle of length at most 10n covering all vertices of G can
be constructed in time O(n3 ).

4

Adapting to Dynamic Topology Changes

In previous section we described how to initialize the network so that the RHtraversal leads to an eﬃcient traversal. In this section we show how to maintain
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newly added edge

v
u
Fig. 5. Adding an edge connecting two unsaturated vertices

this property even in the case of topology changes. More precisely, we show how
to modify the local orientations in case of adding new vertices and edges to the
network.
In order to simplify the algorithm, we assume the only topology changes are
(1) connecting a new vertex to the existing graph by a single edge, and (2)
adding an edge between two existing vertices. More complex changes can easily
be implemented using a sequence of these basic operations.
If a new edge (u, v) connects two unsaturated vertices, it can be inserted
between the outgoing and incoming underlying edges without violating RHtraversability – see Figure 5. However, if one of the vertices is saturated, we
have to use the new edge in both directions. Inserting the edge at position 1
ensures that it is a successor for some incoming edge, and that it has a successor
outgoing edge, i.e. both u and v remain RH-traversable. However, this might
result in splitting C into two cycles. That can be easily corrected by applying
rule EatSmall while possible, as we known that Merge3 is not applicable. Note
that it is suﬃcient to perform the test only at node u, as we know that if there
are indeed two cycles, they meet at u and v.
Algorithm Adapt:
1: { Edge (u, v) (and possibly a new vertex v) has been added.}
2: if either u or v are saturated then
3:
Insert (u, v) as a an edge used bidirectionally in C to location 1 in the
local orientations of u and v.
4: else
5:
Insert (u, v) as an edge unused in C to a place between outgoing and
incoming underlying edges in u and v – see Figure 5.
6: end if
7: Apply rule EatSmall at u while possible.
8: (Optional) Remove all non-Hamiltonian simple cycles from.
By construction and from Lemma 7 we get:
Theorem 3. Applying algorithm Adapt after each topology change will maintain C as the witness cycle containing every node of the graph. Moreover, at
most 2 directed edges are added to C for each edge newly added to G.
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After adding n new vertices and m new edges, the resulting witness cycle
is guaranteed to grow by no more then 2m edges. If m becomes too high,
recomputing the witness cycle might be necessary to bring the length back to
O(|V |). Our approach does not handle vertex and/or edge removal, as the graph
could become disconnected and/or severe non-local changes might be needed.

5

Conclusions

We have shown that for every connected simple undirected graph the local orientations in the vertices can be chosen in a way that creates a right-hand rule
cyclical walk of length at most 10n covering all vertices. Moreover, we have
shown how to maintain this property even when more vertices and edges are
added to the graph. Still, several questions remain unanswered:
– Can the length of the walk be further reduced? What is the lower bound?
– Can the time complexity of ﬁnding a witness cycle of length O(n) be reduced
from O(n3 )? How?
– What is the time complexity of ﬁnding the shortest witness cycle? How to
ﬁnd it?
– The only property of the walk we were interested in was its length. Suppose
we want to use these walks for mutual search [10] instead of traversal. How
do we design the local orientations so that performing RH-walk leads to
eﬃcient mutual search?
– How to compute the local orientations in a distributed manner? What can
be done if the nodes are anonymous?
– How to react to node or edge removal?
We can view our construction as a way to create globally consistent edge
labelling. Comparing it to another globally consistent edge labelling, namely
Sense of Direction, we observe that our approach uses minimal number of diﬀerent labels and allows much simpler and more memory eﬃcient graph traversal.
However, Sense of Direction is more general and can be used in ways our construction cannot (e.g. avoiding entering a node - see [15].)
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